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Dressing the part

After years of sounding like the Rolling Stones, Jumpin' 
Jack Flash will now look like them.

Preview by Dave Richards
Staff writer

Since they started up, Pittsburgh's Jumpin' Jack Flash has excelled at capturing the Rolling Stones' gritty, dirty sound, 
especially the classic 1968-72 era that includes "Sticky Fingers," "Let It Bleed," and "Exile on Main Street."

Now, after years of dressing casually as themselves, they're also trying to replicate the Stones' look. Lead singer and Erie 
native Garrett Andrae said they had to dress up for a recent Pittsburgh event they were hired to play and decided to keep 
doing it.

"We had to look like the Rolling Stones as much as possible," Andrae said. "I thought we should start doing this because 
we had fun and the crowd seemed to get a kick out of it. And I am losing more and more hair every day, so it makes it 
easier for me to wear a wig."

As Mick Jagger, he's gunning for the 1972-73 Stones' look.

"Semi bell-bottom pants, puffy shirt, shag-type wig," he said. "Our Keith [Mike Scheer] has got a really cool-looking wig and 
wears a lot of jewelry, a lot of bling. He even brings a bottle of whiskey on stage, although it has iced tea in it."

Jumpin' Jack Flash also features Erie native Mike Oncea, who performs as Charlie Watts behind the drum kit, bassist Tony 
Deluca as Bill Wyman, rhythm guitarist John Macho as Ron Wood, and Ray Mihalko on keys and percussion.

For Friday's Roar on the Shore, the band anticipates a huge, possibly rowdy crowd. So they'll aim to please, sticking 

mostly to tried-and-true Stones' classics such as "Paint It Black," "Sympathy for the Devil," and "Satisfaction."

Also, Jenny Andrae, Garrett's wife, will sing backup vocals on such songs as "Gimme Shelter," "Honky Tonk Woman," and 

"Brown Sugar." Erie Playhouse audiences will remember her as Jenny Seth.

By now, Andrae --who has seen the Stones just once, on 1989's "Steel Wheels" tour -- has pretty much heard and sung 
every popular Stones' song. He says the band never quite nailed "Emotional Rescue," so they never play that. But they do 
tear into "Mother's Little Helper," which the actual Stones have never played live.

He has other favorites.

"Songs I never get tired of are 'Street Fighting Man,' 'Sympathy for the Devil,' and 'Monkey Man,'" he said. "I could play 
those over and over and never get tired of them. 'Sweet Virginia' is another one I love, but we don't play it that frequently."

Andrae was thrilled Jumpin' Jack Flash was asked to play at the kickoff party for Mick Taylor's North American tour this 
past weekend. The former Stone was scheduled to play at Hartwood Acres, however that show and Taylor's entire tour 
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were suddenly canceled due to health concerns.

Though they'll look and play like the Stones on Friday, don't expect Jumpin' Jack Flash to totally imitate them. They will 
not, for instance, hire Hells Angels for security, as the Stones did at Altamont. That didn't work out so well.

"I don't think we'll be mentioning Altamont," said Andrae with a laugh.

If he does, he just find himself exiled on State Street.
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